Use of serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE) technology.
Serial analysis of gene expression, or SAGE, is an experimental technique designed to gain a direct and quantitative measure of gene expression. The SAGE method is based on the isolation of unique sequence tags (9-10 bp in length) from individual mRNAs and concatenation of tags serially into long DNA molecules for a lump-sum sequencing. The SAGE method can be applied to the studies exploring virtually any kinds of biological phenomena in which the changes in cellular transcription are responsible. SAGE is a highly competent technology that can not only give a global gene expression profile of a particular type of cell or tissue, but also help us identify a set of specific genes to the cellular conditions by comparing the profiles constructed for a pair of cells that are kept at different conditions. In this review, we present an outline of the original method, several studies achieved by using the method as a major strategic tool, technological difficulties and intrinsic problems that emerged, and improvements and modifications of the method to cope with these drawbacks. We then present our modified SAGE procedure that generates longer sequence tags (14 bp) rather in detail, and the profile (80K profile) derived from HeLa cells that is composed of 80000 tags obtained from a single library. In addition, a series of smaller profiles (2, 4, 10, 20 and 40K) was made by dividing the 80K profile. When we compared these smaller profiles with respect to tag counts for a number of genes, it became apparent that counts of most gene tags increase stably and constantly as the size of profiles increase, while several genes do not. This may be another problem we have to keep in mind, when the profiles are compared for the identification of 'specific genes'.